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Successful launch: HUBANA 2021 impresses hunting and 

nature enthusiasts at Schloss Lembeck  

 

A fantastic scenery, a perfect atmosphere and a top-level hunting experience 

defined the HUBANA Hunting Experience Days at the unique Schloss 

Lembeck in Dorsten, North Rhine-Westphalia, during the weekend. A hunting 

exhibition with a difference: An open-air event set in a breathtaking 

atmosphere with top-level exhibitors, new brands and manufactories – the 

launch of the Hunting Experience Days proved a great success and left 

everyone wanting more. All participants met the unique concept of HUBANA 

with great enthusiasm. The three-day event offered plenty of variety, with a 

focus on experiencing everything relating to a passion for hunting. From dog 

training to shooting simulators and live cooking, there was plenty to discover 

and marvel at. In keeping with the experience character, the eager visitors had 

the opportunity to feel products, test them live and try them out. Hunting 

accessories could be purchased directly on site.  

 

“What a weekend, and what an atmosphere!” comments Anna-Catharina Heller, 

Exhibition Director HUBANA Hunting Experience Days, NürnbergMesse. “We could 

not have imagined the launch of HUBANA to be any better – there were happy, 

contented faces wherever we looked. The pleasure at finally being able to meet up 

with kindred spirits once again, talk together and experience the event was evident 

everywhere. Special thanks go to all the exhibitors who joined us in taking a chance 

on the launch of HUBANA. Thank you for your confidence in NürnbergMesse, and 

for having the courage to help us get such a fantastic event off the ground. The 

enthusiasm among the visitors and the positive response from the sector to the 

weekend lead us to look forward to 2022 with anticipation. HUBANA ensured that 

Germany’s hunting trade shows were able to start again on the best possible 

footing.” 
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Testing and purchasing new products, being inspired, taking newfound knowledge 

home, and interacting with many kindred spirits in the hunting world: All these 

experiences were available to the several thousand visitors in a scene set by pagoda 

tents that exuded refinement. HUBANA illustrates the wealth of variety the sector 

offers: In addition to top brands and manufacturers, there are also smaller providers 

and selected makers presenting fascinating new developments alongside more 

customary items, all waiting to be discovered, tried out and purchased. To 

everyone’s great pleasure, more than 90 exhibitors had the entire range of hunting 

equipment and accessories on offer on 28,000 square meters. Rounding out the 

HUBANA Hunting Experience Days was a series of fascinating lectures and live 

presentations. One special highlight was the first HUBANA shotgun testing days, 

where visitors could test a range of shotguns as well as training and perfecting their 

shooting technique. The Dasch shooting cinema also offered a realistic training 

opportunity for shotgun and rifle shooting for both hunting and sporting activities. 

There was much praise from the enthusiastic participants for the organization and 

the setting: Both visitors and exhibitors were deeply impressed by the unique 

ambience around the moated castle. Everyone agreed to be there again next year. 

The joy after the long break was also clearly noticeable on social media. Countless 

very emotional posts and numerous interactions underpinned the strong cohesion 

in the industry and showed the reach of the community. 

 

Plenty of action in the presentation area, fascinating professional knowledge 

on the stage 

Hunting dog demonstrations, hunting horn groups and workshops on the preparation 

of venison transformed the castle grounds into an exciting and well-attended 

attraction. In cooperation with insiders from “JÄGER”, the stage was used for expert 

sessions and lectures on trending subjects of particular interest. Subjects included 

“lead-free ammunition”, as well as “the marketing of game” and hunting accessories, 

in the lecture on “Silencers, Night Vision Devices and Thermal Imaging Cameras”, 

for example. In addition, the lecture on “Everything young hunters need to know 

about setting up for the first time” was tailored for those who had recently developed 

a passion for hunting. Experts from all4hunters.com and gtoutdoors.de, among 

others accompanied the program. 
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Save the date: HUBANA Hunting Experience Days 2022 

The next HUBANA will be held at Schloss Lembeck from 9 to 11 September 2022. 

 

Contact HUBANA 

NürnbergMesse GmbH 

HUBANA Event Team 

Messezentrum 

90471 Nuremberg, Germany 

Anna-Catharina Heller 

T +49 9 11 86 06-88 99 

lembeck@hubana.events 

 

Contact for press and media 

Melanie Schlicht 

T +49 9 11 86 06-86 37 

melanie.schlicht@nuernbergmesse.de 
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